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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 4, 1980 

MEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

ALFRED E. KAHN 

Agenda for tomorrow's breakfast meeting on 
1nflation 

I am sorry to have to give you more reading matter than usual, 
but we have some immediate decisions to make on what to do 
about CWPS in light of the Senate's vote to kill the autho
rization for its expansion, and we ought to begin the only 
slightly longer-term process of thinking about the future of 
the pay and price standards. 

I suggest, therefore, we discuss 

1. The options available to us with respect to the size 
of CWPS and its monitoring activities (see the attached memo 
from Bob Russell and me, "CWPS options"). 

2. The four specific pay standards issues outstanding 
between us and the Pay Advisory Committee (See the atta'ched 
Eyes Only memo from me to you, "The pay standard -- outstanding 
issues and longer-term prospects," which summarizes some 
confidential discussions I held with John Dunlop and leading 
members of the Pay Advisory Committee.) 

3. Some fundamental decisions we are going to have to 
make in the next month or so about the future of the standards 
program. (See the enclosed memo from Bob and me, "Long-range 
options for the standards program.") 

Only the first of these involves decisions we will have to make 
at the meeting, if at all possible. 

Electrostatic Copy Made 

for Preservation Purposes 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 4, 1980 

MEMORANDUM TO THE'PRESIDENT 

FROM: ALFRED
. 

E. :KAHN
. A-1 � 

R. ROBERT RUSSELLI)4T 

SUBJECT: CWPS Options 

As you know, on Monday, in part because of a last minute inter
vention by the AFL-CIO, the Senate overturned its Banking Com
mittee's recommendation.that CWPS be permitted its expansion, 
and instead voted to reauthorize CWPS at our present level; a 
similar bill is on the House floor and we ·see no possibility 
of a more favorable outcome there. 

During the past 2 1/2 months, we have been straining our resources 
to keep the program viable and credible until we could begin the 
expansion, by vigorously seekin� and publicizing corrective ac
tions by non-compliers and by holding regular industry meetings. 
This has been terribly difficult because the Council has been 
understaffed -- in large part because the.expehses of the Pay 
and Price Advisory Committee (for which we ·have not yet gotten 
a supplemental) have been a substantial drain on an already over
ly austere budget. We had counted on the expansion authorization 
to solve these budgetary problems; the setback in the Congress 
makes it necessary to make some decisions now. 

We need your decisions about what to do in the near future, and 
what we should say publicly about our plans in the light of 
Congress' refus�l to support full expansion. 

Option 1.: Get our staff back up to O'ur ·authorized ceiling (233) 
and <do what . we can within that lirrli t 

· The �enate.' act;:ion �aintains our auth6rl .zed ceiling at 233, 
but bur 1980 ��pfdpriati6n is in�ufficient to let u� �each that 
level'. _To· .. get up to 233,· therefor.e, · we wquld ha\re·to 'transfer 
40 ··council .employees: to the payrolls .of ·other · agencies-. · OMB has 
confirmed �·this req-uireme-nt, but· obs·erves.: it will· be ,extremely 
difficult. to 'get CWPs·· member age.nc±es to provide this level of 
support and that ·some members of coll.greE;s might- obj.ect even to 
this degree of support· for CWFS', •· in . view of the recent Senate 
vote. 
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That ceiling· was. selected to admi.11ister ·a program covering roughly 
1350 companies, a:t a, ·time:.whem ·both tl1.e pay· and price standards 
were generally.supported; :(or· at' least accepted) by. t:he business 
community. , Oh M·arch. '14·� ·::You· anhouriced .an: intensi:Eication of the 
price moni.toring:, including covering an .additional .1400 ·companies 
in the $100 :mi-llion· .to' $250 mill.ion range, dev.elop.ing- a selective 
prenotification- 'program, 'establ.ishing a field7alidit capability, 
and reducing _tu.tnarom1d� time.· on ·exception�.- -and;nonc,ompl-,i�:mce . 
decisions. · · · · · · · · · · 

:. · · 

Held to 233 _people � we would ha�� to cut . back on this plan in 
several ways. 

0 

0 

0 

Instead of scrutinizing every company report,'we would 
have to resort to selective monitoring o'f ·the expanded 
universe of companies. We would concentrate· .on the 
larger companies, but any monitoring of the.- newly re
porting ones would have to be at the expens� of uni
versal scrutiny of the above $250 million gr'oup. In 
practice, we would follow up for the smaller.pnes only 
in cases where the companies report themselves out of 
compliance, unless there is specific reason to suspect 
noncompliance. 

· · 

We would not establish a prenotification program or 
create any field audit teams. 

We would have to discontinue passing on exbeptions to 
the price standards except in cases of noncompliance; 
this undoubtedly would string out that process. 

In short, we can attempt to give the appearance of beefing up the 
monitoring effort, but in fact would have to allow a substantial 
number of companies to go unchecked. 

I 

To carry on even these levels of activity, we are going to have to 
rely on computers more-than we have.in the past. To do this, we 
n�ed your authorization also· to·· obtain financing help from member 

. agencies. Of th� Council. for 1:greater use of computers. 
_ .. , 

_Fina],ly-, w�; need y9U:r approv?l to use· �ember ageri.cie·s' . funds and 
travel budget authority for. essential CWPS. and Pay· ·and· Price 
Committee. travel._ CWPS. -h-as. virtually ·· no author'i'ty, rerita:i,ning within 
the s't<itutory · travel'. ce,i,ling impo·sed by the 198.0 hudget·, . again 
b'ec�'use. _we ,have., ngt b$�h ___ ·c:ompensa�e¢t for t_he�-·trcivel costs imposed 
on·. :us.� ,by the .:Pay·:.and Price .Commi tte'es "-- which were· nO't ·-contemplated 
when· .t�?-e 198_0_ �u,d.get yi�!3 . enacteq �-- ._ 

... 

� '·/ 

If: yo� agree -�ith these _iast \�o 'proposals in principle, we will 
give you a !3Pecific,· ieq�·est. promptly�- OMB. observes·,.·. however, that 
it �ill b� extremely difficri1t to raise these dollars as well. 

. . :· . .  · . • ,'' . . . 
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Option 2: Expand .. the program 

An increase b:f ,ro�gh:lY--:�0 .people (wh�cJ:l would take us · 40 
above the 233). 'would, a'l,:lciw ·_tis .to _do a cred::i;ble job· of putting 
into effedt:'.the -prbpo'sais .ahno\inded· ·on;' Mar'ch 14 ,...,. namely I ':to 
establ�$h_--'_a- iimit:ect•-�iE!l�l iiud�t progrci!Y\ : .. (-2: .t�ams' ·a's:: ·�9p'posed to 
the•- P.l:?ririec1JTO )-�·.a· _limited- /p'reno_ti-fication.· procjrc:ni('.(�<;>.vering 
roughly 50; ·¢orr.it>c:triie's), .. -and:-�proc¢ss;_:tJie.· forms o( )lJI 'repqrting 
companie.s�- :,:w:e:.�w6uld;_';·h�wevert.'•:not.cpr6ces·s·,exceptionc·r.equests 
from companies in- the.<$100, million ·.:-to $2 50 million range. ·. . . . . ' .  . . ·. ' . . ' . : . . .·, . ·� . 

Since the CWPS- Act currentl'y authori·z'es 'the Counci;:i ,to ·iise 
resources (staff and/or dollars') .. of it's- member age'ilcies 6r de
partments, it would be feasible· to augment the CWPS s-taf,f adminis
tratively. Any move in that direction could; however, I:?e seen as 
constituting an open defiance of Congress, and might provoke a 
confrontation that could result in Congress dereting th� borrowing 
authority from our statute. Private consultations with

·
a few key 

Congressmen might of course disclose that this very modest ex
pansion would go unchallenged. 

For this option as well as #1, we could do much more with your 
authorization to obtain the additional computer and travel capa
bility we ask for under the first option. 

Option 3: Cut back on the Program 

We are now markedly below our ceiling and our present budget 
cannot support even that limited staff. If we.do not_get addi
tional funds from other agencies, we will have' to cut back further 
on_the staff through RIF procedures, whichwould mean we would fall 
short of being able to. fulfill even our pre-March 14 responsibilities 
let alone make any pretense of reviewing the 3000 reports we have 
received thus far from companies in the $100-million-to-:,$-250 million 
range. 

Recommendation 
0 We· do not feel we can recommend a choice. between Option 1 and 

2 un_til after-·w� ,'·have had our discussion_. :. - -

0 

0 

In -e'ither event,\W/2. recorrilnend-.:the .iricr¢ased- ftinding<'.for com-
"· pute'r.s.:_and travel. .·: · . ' · · · 

.. � '. . .• 

"· - .... 

·.-t . ' . . .... ;� :I, ·' . . 



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

COUNCIL ON WAGE AND PRICE STABILITY 
WINDER BUILDING, 600 - 17TH STREET, NW. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506 

June 4, 1980 

MEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT 

From Alfred E. Kahn� A� 

R. Robert Russ�ll �· 
Subject Long Run Options for the Standards Program 

It is necessary to start planning now for the third year of the pay/ 
price standards. To this end, we have given some thought to both the 
past effectiveness of the program and what it is likely to be able to 
achieve in the future. We have reached the following preliminary 
conclusions: 

o The standards held down the underlying rate of 
inflation and the rate of wage inflation by one 
to two percentage points in the first 1-1/2 years 
of the program. 

o Public support is, however, clearly waning, as was 
poignantly illustrated by the Senate action two 
days ago. 

o There is some doubt about how effective the program 
is likely to be over the next year. As we move 
into recession, slack labor and product markets will 
automatically make the standards less restraining -
and less necessary. This is especially true of the 
pay standard, because of its substantial relaxation 
this year. It is becoming increasingly difficult to 
hold both the pay and the price programs together, 
b�cause of the inevitable strains and distortions that 
accumulate with even voluntary guidelines. 

o The Chairman and the business and labor sides of the 
Pay Advisory Committee are pushing for further relaxa
tion of the pay standard, as described in another paper 
submitted to you today. 

o Because the pay standard is the cornerstone of the 
guidelines policy, its relaxation is especially dis
concerting. Product prices typically ride on top of 
labor costs, and the latter account for about three
fourths of total costs, on average. 
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o Fred Kahn describes to you in a separate memo the 
apparent attitude of the Pay Advisory Committee about 
the continuation of the entire program after October 1, 
1980, which makes it important that we decide, inde
pendently, where we want to go with it. In this connec
tion, you should know that the AFL-CIO and Heath Larry 
(the head of business side of the Committee) have urged 

Congress to abolish the Council on Wage and Price 
Stability. 

Since we do not believe that an effective guidelines program can be 
held together for a third year without some major restructuring, we 
focus here on three available options. We urge you not to make a 
choice now, but want you to have a sense of the kinds of decisions 
we will have to make in the weeks ahead. 

o Undertake a concerted effort to construct a true social 
compact with labor and business, in which the business 
and labor communities would agree to genuine restraint, 
perhaps in return for certain anti-recession policies 
that those parties want. This would be very difficult 
to pull off, but we think it is worth exploring. Its , 
chances of success would depend, among other things, 
on our ability to persuade representatives of business 
and labor of our absolute determination to follow a path 
of fiscal and monetary austerity sufficient to produce 
something like full employment only if there is genuine 
restraint in the setting of wages and prices. A given 
flow of expenditures can support higher or lower levels 
of real output and employment depending on what happens 
to prices and wages. The essence of a social compact 
would be an exchange of agreements for a very restric
tive wage (and perhaps price) standard, on the one side, 
and a commensurate extra amount of real GNP and employ
ment on the other. If business and labor could be 
convinced that higher inflation means lower output.and 
lower employment, they might agree to a meaningful social 
compact. 

o Develop a tax incentive plan and send it to the Congress. 
Although a TIP would not have contributed a lot to the 
anti-inflation program during the p�st year and a half 
(because the problems were not caused by noncompliance), 

it would probably be helpful over the next year because 
the problem now lies in the underlying inflation rate, 
and because eroding public support is going to make it 
much harder to secure compliance with the voluntary 
standards. A TIP plan might provide the necessary addi
tional inducement, and thus give the program the shot in 
the arm needed to keep it alive for another year. The 
disadvantages of a TIP are that we would have a hard time 
getting such a proposal through the Congress, and the 

· AFL-CIO has consistently opposed TIPs of all kinds. 
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o Keep the program alive through.the election and, after 
a reasonable hiatus, abandon it. We believe that this 
c ould be done graciously by announcing that (a) the 
program had served a useful purpose over the last two 
years in preventing a major spillover of the oil price 
explosion into the industrial and service core of the 
economy, but (b) now that the inflation rate is down 
(it could well be in the single-digit range over the 

summer) and labor and product markets are slack, there 
is n o  longer a need for the standards, and (c) this kind 
of regulatory intervention, extended over years, intro
duces growing inequities, distortions, and inefficiencies 
that interfere progressively with the long-run attack on 
inflation. 

The easiest way to carry out this approach would be to 
(1) extend the pay standard through the rest of calendar

year 1980 (we could get a formal recommendation from the 
Pay Advisory Committee to this effect, on the ground that 
it was only recently that we adopted the second year pay 
standard), and (2) announce a new price standard (to take 
effect October 1, 1980) that restores the nexus between 
the pay and price standards (this would require a slight 
relaxation in the price standards -- an action that is 
being urged upon us by the business community). This 
policy has the added advantage of putting us out in front 
of the Pay Advisory Committee. 

Whichever of the options is selected, we see no downside risk in 
proceeding to develop third-year price standards, while there are 
serious political problems (and, at the least, wasted resources) in 
thinking about a third-year pay standard. If you agree with this 
conclusion, we will publish an Issues Paper in early July, discussing 
only the price standard. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

JUil.e 4, 1980 
EYES ONLY 

ADMINISTRAT:IVELY . .CONF:IDENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT �I 

FROM: ALFRED E. KAHN � 

SUBJECT: The Pay Standard -...:.outstanding Issues and 
Lo:nger-Te:rm Pro:spec:t:s 

This memo started out as a summary of some conversations I under
took, at EPG's suggestion, _with J_ohri Dunlop and leading members of 
the Pay Advisory Conunittee, to confront in an integrated fashion 
(rather than piecemeal, issue by issue) the apparent direction of 
the Committee and its significance -for the future of the pay stan-
dard. 

· 

The recent intervention by the AFL-CIO to defeat the CWPS expan
sion and to remove our statutory authority to use the contract 
sanction gives added urgency to these explorations, and to our 
deciding in the!rtear future what our reaction should be. 

-Although the-conversatiOns· wiTr-contT:fiue-;-·Ic-t.nin:K-rr:-nnp-6-rtallt for 
you to get a sense of them, even though we are not ready to present 
you with a series of clearly defined alternative courses of action 
or recommendations. 

The Four Specific Pay Issues 

Since I have previously told you about these, I will summarize them 
here, as briefly as possible: 

1. The Conunittee is gotng to insist that we permit front
loading of multi-year collect.l.ve. bargaining cont.:racts. · That would 
allow a .uniC>I:l a 10� percent ·increase iri 'the fir-st-- year, .so: long as 
the .:average an11ua1 increase-. over: the entire. coritra:ct falls within 
the 7�{ _-' 9h range. It was the· plain .. le�.ngua·ge of the Co:mmi ttee 's 
recommendations· (that we accepted). disallowing:·first year provi
sion's ·in excess. 'of 9� percent that hed'ped. reconcile us to the 
unrealistically tow 7� percent evaluation· of COLA clauses· in these 
same mul t·i-year contracts. 
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2. The Committee is also arguing that inequity exceptions 
granted during the interim period between last October 1, the 
beginning of the second programyear, and our adoption of the 
7�- 9� range should. not be'�ounted in the s�cond-year increases, 
but should instead be attributed. to the first year. As we see it, 
this would add to•the' allowable 9� percent ceiling (which we 
accepted in part precisely bedause of the inequities that had 
arisen under the fir�t-year standards) whatever increment was 
authorized by CWPS when the standard was still 7 percent, includ
ing the automatic one percentage point catch up for non-COLA 
protected workers, and� if the comm:ittee insists, would therefore 
give almost all workers a 10� percent ceiling for the second 
program year. Our clear understanding that the Committee had 
agreed to withdraw its previous recommendation on this point was 
a major consideration in our accepting the remainder of its recom
mendations for the pay standard. There is still some possibility 
of compromise on this one. 

3. It seems clear the Committee is going to recommend we 
approve the two-year contract between the Oil Chemical and Atomic 
Workers Union and the major oil refineries, which provides annual 
chargeable pay-rate increases of 10.5 percent. The rationaliza
tion would have to be either a tandem exception -- linking the 
wage increases of oil workers with those.of auto and steel workers, 
teamsters, and others -- or as a correction for non-COLA-protected 
workers. Accepting the tandem argument would set a dangerous 
precedent, in principle allowing wage increases far in excess of 
9h percent almost as a matter' of course; and accepting the non
COLA catch-up would, again, establish an almost universal 10� 
percent standard. 

In point of fact, the OCAW settlement is in line with 
the other major settlements during the last yearand a half 
(principally autos, rubber, steel, electrical, and teamsters); but 

this, of course, is only because of our underevaluation of 'COLA 
clauses in each of those other's. But, by the same token, our 
accepting it would further aggravate the inequities between union 
and non-union worker's, and legitimize an increase in the under-
lying rate of inflation. 

· 

4. Finally, there is the continuing issue of sanctions: the 
business and union members are in effect joined in demanding their 
withdrawal. The Committee has not made any specific demands yet, 
but the issue remains a constant irritant: the latest incident 
was a challenge by a labor member to our continuing to require 
certificates of compliance a:s a condition of: participating in 
government procurement. our agreement with Tabor had been to 
leave all regulations in place, subject to our informal agreement 
not to use the contract sanction "as· long as the voluntary process 
is working." 
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My Discussions with Dunlop, Donahue and Larry 

I began the conversations by summarizing our fears and ques
tions about the direction the PAC seems to be taking, and thenot 
unrelated evidences of a decline in.the_pay program's credibility 
and effectivene�s -- possibly trr the disappearing point: 

o I summarized the ·four outstanding f'AC issues and my 
interpretation of· the PAC's apparent positions as 
involving -a serious relaxation of the 7� � 9� percent 
standard. I:::q::erii.onstra.:te¢1, :::-in:�; particular:; -�that:any find
ingt.by:·<CWPS that the OCAW settlement was in compliance 

.with the standard, would surely deal at least as crush
ing a blow to our credibility as had our similar declara
tion in the case of the Teamsters. 

o I cited evidence that the pay standard is being quite 
widely ignored. We have, for example, compiled a list 
of 53 contract settlements in the construction industry 
in the first quarter of 1980 -- out of 135 -- that range, 
fairly uniformly, between 10 and 20 percent. And only 
30 companies in the entire country, so far, have chosen 
to report to us, as we had requested, settlements above 
8� percent. 

o I pointed out that while the steel, aluminum and long
shoremen's settlements may all be in compliance with the 
standardsk (because of the 7� percent COLA evaluation), 
they will almost certainly cost much more than 10% per 
year, and everyone knows it. 

o I noted finally, that the news of our having forsworn 
use of the contract sanction "so long as the voluntary 
program is working" has encouraged a general view that 
our standards -- and particularly the pay standard -
can be flouted with total impunity. 

I then asked how the Pay Advisory Committee construes its 
function in these circumstances;'' Was my assumption incorrect 
that they were supposed to help us secure compliance with the 
standards? If their every recommendation is to be a recommenda
tion to relax, how can people be expected to take the standards 
seriously? If we �re �sked to for�we�r the contract sanction, 
do we not have a right to ask the PAC what it is doing actively. 
to induce re�train�? 

Indeed, I asked, .mig}Jt',-.the present circumstances call, not 
for � relaxation of the standard btit for a strengthened accord? 
There is, I submitted, a causal link between higher wage settle
ments and molinting unemployment. Might not a substantially 
tighter pay standard --- .. while I am dreaming, let me suggest 6 

percent.. -- be a reasonable price to pay for a relaxation of 
budgetary policy, the sharp recent declines in· interest rates, 
and a sharply declining rate of CPI increase as well? 
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The Dunlop-Donahue-Larry Responses 

The responses essentially confirmed the attitudes I have 
already described in discussing the four outstanding pay issues. 
(I will not extend this memorandum with a listing of their 
supporting arguments.)· They are clearly.prepared.to fight for 
front loading, along with l7etention of the::T� COLA.�valuation. 
They deny,. that the· inten·tion .6r effect. of. their. recommendations 
on the inequity adjustment would be to set up a.universal 10� 
percent c�iling: but will insi�t oti acceptarice of their proposal, 
at least in the 59 specific cases in which-CWPS granted corrections 
in excess of the automatic 1%. And on OCAW, Tom Donahue asserted 
that organized labor would "laugh at the whole program" if we 
held OCAW out of compliance -- in an industry where labor costs 
are so small a percentage of the total, company .. profits so large, 
and the settlement came, involving a non-COLA contract, after a 
thirteen week strike. 

Indeed, Donahue asserted (again with no contradiction from 
the others) , it is not clear how long organized labor can hold 
out for 7� - 9� percent, given the behavior of the CPI since 
labor accepted it. That observation applies also to my hypo
thetical suggestion of a tougher social compact with a lower wage 
standard: even though Tom readily agreed that, say, a 6 percent 
pay standard would be a price worth paying for a $40 billion more 
stimulative fiscal policy and reduced interest rates, he aiLso 
made it clear that labor was not about to undertake such an act 
of faith. 

The most elaborate response, however, was a long criticism 
of the mechanical application of "silly, rigid rules" and 
particularly of arbitrary guidelines arithmetic, under a voluntary 
program. But when I asked, how would the Pay Advisory Committee 
propose transmuting .the.,prog:J:'am�.,into something really voluntary 
that would at the same time elicit restraint, the only responses 
I got were, first, that it is too late to make a change this 
year, and the best we can hope to do is "play the string out" 
for the rest of the year: and, second, that that was something 
we ought to discuss (and plan to do). And I got a similar 

· 

response .. to my·. challenge to the PAC about how they were supposed 
to be helping us induce wage restraint: that, too, is on our agenda 
for.our next discussion. Meanwhile, Dunlop said the high con
struction settlements were something they mj;ght indeed wish to 
look into. 

· 

To return to the idea of "playing the string out until the 
end of the year", it turned out that this meant to all of them 
extendihg the present pay standard until the end of calendar 1980. 
They. all argued strenuously (and possibly correc.tly) that the 
middle of an election campaign is no time to be trying·to resolve 
the question of a third year. The Comrilittee would be happy to 
respond in that way to a request from us for a recommendation 
about the third year standard. 
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These. three :key·. ·members, of· the· .Go�i tte·e-_ feel strongly, 
finally' that :tliE=re' should be .no'' titird.:ye'ar '.pay/price standards 
and that. ·is·:; the. recommendat·ion-•they.: ·will·.·make. af_ter· .. the .elec
tU:m." ·TJ:jerE;i·iwas\ a· curiou-� ·conv�rgence··:_here· ofi.the: views of ' "- . - ,, ' ' - . . ' ' ' - - ·  - . - ' .,, . ' . ' Tmn Don,ahue_,· ,who asserted .. that ·.·nwage cO,ntrols ·will ·no:�;.- :�control 
inf·lation, '.': arid. Hea�h .Larry, who while disagreeing with-:. that 
a.S.��.ertion; has "spent most of ,his .time.<in·. two �ecen,t.' conversations 
wi:th- IIle• . . :as-se:rting':· ,(a}_ th.at .. the. r.�cession ,will:�_.i,ntrO.d�c:e, ,the 
neces'sc3,ry·:·. d.rsc'ipl_irie: iri :wag�s�,,;·and :'.(Q}_, :t:h'at. V?"�:_··13�mpl'y� have to 
·g=i\Te ��em:P'IOye£s':<freater:··:fre:�dom'to/·:Pay: what:;£ne'y: �ri�ve: .. to- pay. 

c
�

nc
,
lus

�·
oh 

;:
·: . . · . . . . .  . . . -. . · · . ·  .. .. . .. . · .  · . .. .  · . . · . . 

•' 
Thes� frank statements of the ihtentions of the leading 

members of the ·Pay Committee ..... (who probably 'db not speak for all 
the public members but probably do'reflect an.alliance of labor, 
business and Dunlop) suggest'the importance·of our giving inten
sive thought in th� next few weeks to what we want to do about 
the standards. This is the subject of a separate memo that Bob 
Russell and I have prepared for you. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 
WASHINGTON OS Jun 80 

Frank Moore 

The attached was returned in the President's outbox today and is forwarded t o  you for appropriate handling. 

Rick Hutcheson 

To Lisa Bordeaux 
handling. 
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WASHINGTON (}_ 
THE WHITE HOUSE 

June 4, 1980 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

FRANK MOORE p�/ I Lt3 
SARAH WEDDINGTON 

BATTLE OF YORKTOWN VICTORY CELEBRATION 

Attached is a revised version of the letter submitted to 
you several weeks ago for your signature. This letter has 
been reviewed by your speech writers. It is from you to 
the chairman of the Yorktown Bicentennial Committee expres
sion your support for their celebration. We feel this 
letter is necessary to convey an appropriate degree of 
support to the committee. 
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TilE \\"II ITE HOl"SE 

\\".\SHIXGTO:\' 

June 4, 1980 

To Lewis McMurran 

to take this opportunity to I want 
the Yorktown Bicentennial Committee 

commend 
and to. 
its lend my support to the Committee in 

efforts. It is very heartening to see con
cerned citizens band togethe� at the local� 
state, 
It 

and Federal level in a common effort. 
seems particularly appropriate on this 

-- which commemorates a national occasion 
effort on the part of our forebears 200 
years ago when George Washington's victory 
at Yorktown signaled the end of our long 
fight for freedom. 

You have my best wishes for a successful 
celebration. 

Mr. Lewis 
Chairman 

Sincerely, 

-----

q/#� 
McMurran, Jr. / 

Committee Yorktown Bicentennial 
Post Office Box 200 
Yorktown, Virginia 23690 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 
April 22, 1980 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 
·- f f�P-- r FROM: FRANK MOORE · /II·� 

SARAH WEDDINGTON 

'' «t�ou//e 1e '' 

� eer�////h 7 

J 

SUBJECT: BATTLE OF YORKTOWN VICTORY CELEBRATION 

In October of 1981 this country will celebrate the 200th .. 
anniversary of the victory at Yorktown, Va.· where Cornw�llis 
surrendered to George Washington. Every fifty years the 
citizens of Yorktown commemorate this victory with a four 
day gala celebration. 

In the past presidential commissions have been established 
to organize the celebration and to act as the conduit for 
generous federal funds. Budget restraints this year and 
last prevented the establishment of such a commission. 
Nevertheless, the local citizens have joined with state 
and federal representatives in forming an ad hoc Bicentennial 
Committee. 

This group has been pursuing various avenues in an attempt 
to adequately fund the planned events. (In 1931 at the 
height of the Depression over 400,000 people attended as 
well as President Hoover and the Governors of all thirteen 
original colonies.) This ad hoc committee has been working 
closely with the Departments of State, Defense and Interior. 
These departments have agreed to support the celebration 
within present budget constraints. 

In addition, a Congressional Joint Resolution calling for a 
National Day of Celebration will be sent to you shortly. The 
National Governor's Conference has also adopted a resolution 
calling for national recognition in 1981 of the victory. 

Attached is a letter f�om you to the Chairman of the Yorktown 
Committee expressing your support for the celebration. We 
feel this is necessary to convey an appropriate degree of 
presidential support to the committee. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 14, 1980 

To Mr. McMurran: 

I would like to take this opportunity to 
acknowledge the Yorktown Bicentennial 
Committee and to lend my support to the 
Committee and its endeavors. The Committee's 
plans to celebrate the victory at Yorktown, 
Virginia where Lord Cornwallis surrendered 
to George Washington are co�endable. · 

You have my best wishes for a successful 
celebration. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Lewis McMurran, Jr. 
Chairman 
Yorktown Bicentennial Committee 
Post Office Box 200 
Yorktown, Virginia 23690 

., 
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Jack Watson 
Arnie Miller 

THE WHITE HOUSE 
\\'ASHIJ'\GTOJI: 

June 5, 1980 

The attached was returned in the 
outbox, today and is forwarded to 
appropriate handling. 

Rick Hutcheson . 

President's 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 5, 1980 

MEMORANDUM TO THE 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Assista 
for Publ" 

of State 

We join with Secretary Muskie in recommending that you 
nominate William J. Dyess, FS0-1, as Assistant Secretary of 
State for Public Affairs. Dyess would replace Hedding 
Carter. 

Dyess has served as Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for 
Public Affairs since 1977. 

Secretary Muskie has already decided to appoint John H. 
Trattner, FS0-2, as Departmental Spokesman, a role which 
Hedding Carter performed in addition to his responsibilities 
as Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs. 

Zbig Brzezinski concurs. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Nominate William J. Dyess as Assistant Secretary of State 
for Public Affairs. 

____ vi ____ �APPROVE __________ DISAPPROVE 
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Ca ndidate for Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs 

NAME: William J. Dyess 

AGE: 50 

RANK: Foreign Service Officer of Class I 

EDUCATION: 

LANGUAGES: 

BA, University of Alabama, 1950 
MA, University of Alabama, 1951 

German 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 

1977-present 

1975-1977 

1973-1975 

1970-1973 

1968-1970 

1967-1968 

1966-1967 

1963-1965 

1961-1963 

1959-1960 

1958-1959 

1953-1956 

Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for 
Public Affairs 

Executive Director, Bureau of Public Affairs 

International Relations Officer, Office of 
Soviet Affairs 

International Relations Officer, Office of 
Eastern Eurooean Affairs 

Political Officer, U.S. Mission, Berlin 

Political Officer, American Embissy, 
Moscow 

Administrative Officer, American Embassy,· 
Moscow 

Political Officer, American Embassy, 
Cooenhagen 

Political Officer, American Embassy, 
Belgrade 

Intellicence Research Soecialist 

Exchange Programs Officer 

United States Army 



�AME: John H. TRATTNER 

AGE: 49 

RANK: Foreign Service Information Officer of Class II 

EDUCATION: BA, Vale University, 1952 

LANGUAGES: French 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 

1979-oresent 

1978-1979 

1977-1978 

1975-1977 

1974-1975 

1970-1975 

1969-1970 

1966-1969 

1963-1965 

Executive Assistant to the Deouty Secretary 
of State 

Soecial Assistant to the Deouty· Secretary 
of State 

Deputy Spokesman and Director of the Office 
of Press Relations 

Deputy Director of the Office of Press 
Relations 

Deputy Counselor for Public Affairs, U.S. 
Mission to NATO 

Press Officer, American Embassy, Paris 

Branch Public Affairs Officer, A�erican 
Consulate, Strasbourg 

Press Officer, American Embassy, Warsaw 

International Radio Information Soecialist 

(All above with the Uriited States Information Agency and 
its successor, the United States International Communication 
Agency) 

1957-1963 Newspaper/magazine editor/reoorter/columnist 

1953-1956 Lieutenant (JG), United States Navy 



.. 

Veto Statement 

Stewart/Rubenstein/Carp 
Draft A-1; 6/5/80 
scheduled Issue Date: 
Thur, June 5 

TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES: 

I am returning H.R. 7428, Public Debt Limit Extension 

Bill,rto the Congress without my signature. I regret the need 

to take this action, because enactment of the debt limit bill 

is critically important to the financial operations of the 

federal government. I urge the Congress in the strongest 

possible terms to return an acceptable bill to,-my desk promptly, 

so that unjust hardship to millions of Americans can be avoided. 

My action in returning this critical bill is required 

by an unrelated and wholly unacceptable amendment which would 

prohibit the imposition of the oil import conservation fee that 

I announced as part of our comprehensive anti-inflation program 

on March 14. 

As you will recall, that �plen an� carefully conceived 
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program was worked out in unusually close and detailed cooperation 

with the Cong ress. Both the Congressional leaders and I decided 

then, and I still maintain and am convinced, that a conservation 

fee on imported oil is important for the energy security, for the 

economic security, and for the national security of the United 

States. 

We were also well aware that this step, however important 

to the interest of the nation as a whole, might not be in the 

individual political interests of many Members, especially in 

this election year. I acted under my executive authority, 

thereby shielding the Congress from most of the im mediate 

political repercussions. Thus there can be no doubt among 

those now attempting to override the oil import conservation 

fee that this reversal will only encourage more domestic 

energy consumption, add to our intolerable oil import bill, 

hinder our ef forts for energy security, obstruct our fight 

against inflation, and be inconsistent with our responsibility 



- 3 -

for leadership among the oil cons uming nations. 

That is why I have stated clearly on several occasions, 

and repeated yesterday, that if legislation blocking my decision 

.s-41H4cl i,_ f.' I 
1A1 Oc..LI C 

on the oil import conservation feeA� sent to me, IA�l be 

compelled to veto it -- and it is for those very same reasons 

that I now do so. 

The fee on imported oil is an integral part of energy, 

economic and foreign policy goals that hold important benefits 

both for the welfare of our citizens and for the security of 

our nation. 

0 The fee reduces our imports of foreign oil by 

100,000 barrels a day within the first year and 

much more in future years. Over 40 percent of 

all the oil consumed in this country is imported. 

Unless we take this kind of courageous action, 

we will remain dangerously vulnerable to severe 

Electroetatlc Copy Made 
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economic disruptions from terrorism, accident, 

embargo, war or political strategy. 

The United States is a leader in t rying to forge 

a joint program, with our allies, to secure 

greater energy independence. But we use about 

half of all the oil consumed in the Western 

industrial nations, and a larger proportion of 

gasoline than anywhere else in the world. The 

oil import fee is a symbol of our own willingness 

to take the painful steps needed to conserve oil. 

If we are to lead, we must act like a leader. 

��� ph� n:.,. /1 ,-ntttpf I ,( � � Yre 
WDIA /J l,.t.&/.4.. 

0 11 The United States 11fiG..W..--h-as 

��·f/� �d� 
a. Jc.l-

a.to4-"" cent per gallon 

�w.<El-
t ax,�the lowest in the Western world. � has been " 

4- ee-lS' t:(_ rIll. tf,...__ 
at that �1 since 1959. In contrast, France has 

a $1.67 per gallon tax. Since the 1973 oil 

embargo, France has increased its gasoline tax by 

Electrcmatic Copy Made 
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more than 160 percent. Italy has a $1.92 per 

gallon tax. Since the 1973 embargo, the Italian 

tax has been increased by more than 200 percent. 

--'l � 5t-J k f. '1 
0 To the extent that we can convince foreign 

nations, both the oil producers and consumers, 

that we mean business in conserving energy and 

reducing our oil imports, to that extent they 

will join us in reducing world demand, and in 

maintaining oil production. A small investment 

in reducing imported oil now will return great 

benefits in the future by holding down the price 

of imported oil, and therefore gasoline, to the 

American people. � should succeed 

make t�i1 
I ' 

s;al to Jon 

in reversing 

investment, 

that 

business, that we will�t ake a 
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-� 
stand to conserve 

Unless and until we can control our appetite for 

5o /Je... 
imported oil, we will not be able to reduee our 

inflation problem. In 1979 alone, the price of 

each barrel of imported oil rose 120 percent 

an average of 10 percent each month. More than 

Q-OYI5LA� p.rrc.e I"'-� (�f'L) 
2 points of our�# increase in 1979 can be 

attributed directly to the OPEC increases. As 

long as nearly one out of every two gallons of 

gasoline we consume comes from abroad, that 

inflationary "tax" levied by OPEC will continue. 

This year we will pay $90 billion for foreign 

oil -- $400 for each person in the United States. 

Along· with that $90 billion, we export j obs and 

import inflation. 

Elecb'Oiltatfc Copy Made 
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rnv.-� 
While the fee will cause a short-term 1ncrease 

I A 

c t>I 
in the[�} the long-term effect of the fe·e is not 

inflationary -- it is deflationary. First, the fee 

will save money that would otherwise be sent to OPEC. 

Second, the fee is a vital part of an anti-inflation 

package which is beginning to take hold. To the 

extent that part of this package is removed, the [, 11\�c.,·a..l!.. 

�\J 
impact w-4:-±-1 

It 

� The consequence could be an increase in 

n)� 
4 inflationary mark�t pressures. 

The fee has been imposed for energy conservation 

reasons, but its revenue-raising effect cannot be 

ignored. The fee serves to allocate a small share 

of a realistic increase in gasoline prices, not to 

the energy companies or the exporting nations, but 

for public use. fee, Americans 

will in fact be paying lower taxes this year relative 
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to the price of gasoline than they did two decades 

ithout the oil import fee, our 

long struggle to achieve a balanced budget is in 

jeopardy, and it will be more difficult to find 

the resources for tax reduction and to provide 

needed incentives for investment and productivity 

when economic conditions warrant. 

Above all, my Administration and the Congress are 

together putting in place the energy policy 

America needs for energy security, for economic 

security, and for national security. Only by 

encouraging greater conservation, stimulating new 

production, and making alternative energy sources 

competitive, will we eventually stop the price of 

gasoline from rising. Only if we are prepared to 

take strong actions and make tough stands now --

like this import conservation fee -- can we assure 
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adequate supplies of gasoline and limit the 

crippling escalation �f gasoline prices later. 

I recognize the political pressures. I know that this 

is a difficult issue for many Members of Congress. Nevertheless, 

the oil import conservation fee is good p ublic policy, and it is 

good common sense. That was true when we agreed upon it. It is 

if anything even more t rue today, as we see the early tangible, 

measurable signs of successes in both our energy and inflation 

policies. 

Therefore, I urge the Congress to j oin me in carrying on 

the work of enhancing America's energy security, economic 

security, and national security by sustaining my veto and 

upholding the oil import conservation fee. 

### 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. President: 

6/5/80 

Our good friend, Mayor 

Jake Godbold of Jacksonville, 

is in town. The DNC and 

campaign have asked��_n.im·:.to 

raise $100,000 of the $450, 

000 goal of your june 30 

florida trip. It would be 

helpful if you could spend 

5 minutes before leaving 

for Camp David today with 

him to let him know you are 

aware of his commitment. 

May I schedule? 

v 
yes no 

Phil 

. . _,.; , . 

' . 

' 

:� ; . . 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 5, 1980 

M EMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM : Al McDonald 
Gordon Stewart'o�,� 

SUBJECT: Presidential Statement: 
Veto of Dole Amendment 

Scheduled Issue Date: 
Thursday, June 5 

Your statement for this veto is 
attached. 



Stewart/Rubenstein/Carp 
Draft A-1; 6/5/80 
Scheduled Issue Date: 
Thur, June 5 

� 
)� 

Veto Statement tit� 
f TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES: 

I am returning H.R. 7428, Public Debt Limit Extension 

Bill; to the Congress without my signature. I regret the need 

to take this action, because enactment of the debt limit bill 

is critically important to the financial operations of the 

federal government. I urge the Congress in the strongest 

possible terms to return an acceptable bill to my desk promptly, 

so that unjust hardship to millions of Americans can be avoided. 

My action in returning this critical bill is required 

by an unrelated and wholly unacceptable amendment which would 

prohibit the imposition of the oil import conservation fee that 

I announced as part of our comprehensive anti-inflation program 

on March 14. 

As you will recall, that complex and carefully conceived 

IEiectrostatBc Copy Made 
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program was worked out in unusually close and detailed cooperation 

with the· Congress. Both the .. Cdngressio�al leaders and I decided . 

then, and, j sttll ·maintain and· ·affi, cortvinced, that a conservation 

fee on imported oil is important for the energy security, for the 

economic security, and for the national security of the United 

States. 

we were also well aware that this step, however important 

to the interest of the nation as a whole, might not be in .the 

individual political interests of many Members, especially in 

this election year. I acted under my executive authority, 

thereby shielding the Congress from most of the immediate 

political repercussions. Thus there can be no doubt among 

those now attempting to override the oil import conservation 

fee '·that this reversal will only 'encourage .more domes"tic. 

energy consumption, add to our intoierable oil import bill, 

hinder our efforts for energy security, obstruct our fight 

against inflation, and be ihcohsistent with our responsibility 

. _, ·. 
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for leadership among the oil consuming nations. 
··:· 

That is why I have stat�� �le�rly on several occasions, 

and repeated yesterday, tha� if legislation blocking my decision 

on the oil import conservation fee is sent to me, I will be 

compelled to veto it -- and it is for those very same reasons 

that I now do so. 

The fee on imported oil is an integral part of energy, 

economic and foreign policy goals that hold important benefits 

both for the welfare of our citizens and for the security of 

our nation. 

0 The fee reduces our imports of foreign oil by 

100,000 barrels a day within the first year and 

much more in future years. Over 40 percent of 

all the oil �o�sumed in.this country is imported. 

Unless we take this kind of courageous action, 

we will rema{n·aangerously vulnerable to severe 



,, ·_, ·_ .. 

0 

0 

.. / 

.. :.·,-. · .-

economic disruptions from terrorism, accident, 

emb·argo, war or .Polit�Cal, strategy. 

The United States is a le.ader in trying to forge 

a joint program, with our allies, to secure 

greater energy independence. But we use about 

half of all the oil consumed in the Western 

industrial nations, and a larger proportion of 

gasoline than anywhere else in the world. The 

oil import fee is a symbol of our own willingness 

to take the painful steps needed to conserve oil. 

If we are to lead, we must act like a leader. 

The United States now has a 4 cent per gallon 

tax, the lowest in tl).e Western world. It. has been 

at that lev�l.�ince 195�� in contrast� France has 

·' . .  ' . � . ' 

a $1.67 per.ga�lbri �ax • .  �ince the 1973 oil 
' ' •  

. ' 

embargo, Fran'ce has increased its gasoline tax by 

·-· .. .. ·.: . ·1 
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more .. -than 160 perc.eJ1t. I.taly has a'$1.92 per 
.. , � . . 

" . :� ·'<' 
• ·' . . 

1''gal,lon tax. . sirice .t.Be·� t97 3 embargo,· the I tal ian 
' .. .-: ·• , .. ' .. 

�. ' . ..,. 
.

. 

tax. has :l:>een' ·inct�as�d 'by more th�n .200 percent. 

To the extent that we can convince foreign 

nations, both the oil producers and consumers, 

that we mean business in conserving energy and 

reducing our oil imports, to that extent they 

will join us in reducing world demand, and in 

maintaining oil production. A smal� investment 

in reducing imported oil now will return great 

benefits in the future by holding down the price 

of imported oil, and therefore gasoline, to the 

?American people. If the Congress should succeed 
.,._.· 

. .. ·- .. · 

· -

i_n. 
·
reyersins( our determination to make this 

I;•· . 
� 

. . .. ·' . . ·-. 

' ' �- . . . . - .· 

'. ''i��e$ tment, it: \vould·: ��nd a clear signal to oil 
..... :: .;_ . .-.. r -_..·. •. 

�- ..... · 
.. . \ 

- . 

:•" 'pr.qduc !-rig nation;; and oil consuming nations that 
: �. <; ":: "

. . -� • 

we :'do
. 

not !TI�an: business·, that we will not take a 
.· :_--� I . • . . -:. 

e'• .- :,. ·.. ' • , , ·� � 

.:� -��-
·• . 

. · "  . 

-; . :  
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firm stand to conserve oil; ·and we will pay much 

·. 

highE:;!r _pri,ces. for. oil in the future because- of that 

reversal. 

Unless and until we can control our appetite for 

imported oil, we will not be able to reduce our 

inflation problem. In 1979 alone, the price of 

each barrel of imported oil rose 120 percent 

an average of 10 percent each month. More than 

2 points of our CIP increase in 1979 can be 

attributed directly to the OPEC increases. As 

long as nearly one out of every two gallons of 

gasoline we consume comes from abroad, that 

inflationary "tax" levied by OPEC will continue • 

. This year we �ill p�y $90 billion for foreign 

oil $400 .for ;�ach persOn in the United.States. 

Along· with th'at · $90 billion, we export jobs and 

import infl�tion� · 

' ·  .· 
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0 While the fee will cause:'a short...;term increase 

. . . . 

. _ 1 , ' .  

in.'the··.CIP ·'the .l�ng-t
(
erm ·effect of. ·tbe· fe_�

·· 
is not 

. .  · . ;. . . -. . . • . .  ·' - . . . . . . . ·. . . .... . . . , . 
. ' . ' .• . 

. ·. :.� . �. :. ' . ' '.. : . ·, . ' 
� • , , • 1 ' ,' :1 

� 1: 

_,,. ·":fri·£tat.r6ria:r:y·\ .. ...; 1t is d e �l�tionary. _<; First:, 'ttie. ·fee 

0 

_ . .  : 

will save money that would otherwise be-sent to OPEC. 

Second, the f�e is a vital part of an anti-inflation 

package which is beginning to take hold. To the 

extent that part of this package is removed, the 

impact will be serious, in financial markets here 

and abroad. The consequence could be an increase in 

inflationary market pressures. 

The fee has been imposed for energy conservation 

reasons, but .its revenue-raising effect cannot be 

ignored. The fee serves to allocate a sm�ll share 

of a realistic incre�se in gasbline prices, not to 

·t:he ene:rgy companies or the expOrting nations, but 

for public use. But even with the fee, Americans 

will .in fact ._be. p�ying·. Iow.er taxes this year relative 

' .. : ; 
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-

to the price of gasolin_e than they did two decades 

.ago. 
·- . 

Wherea� -w� t-h�u t -the oil import �ee, our 
- .  

' - . .  

lopg struggle 'to .achiev.e. a. balanced budge't is in 

j�opardy, and ·it will be more difficult to �ind 

the resources ·for tax reduction and to providi 

needed incentives for investment and ·productivity 

when economic conditions warrant. 

Above all, my Administration and the Congre�s are 

together putting in place the energy policy 

America needs for energy security, for economic 

security, and for national security. Only by 

encouraging greater conservation, stimulating new 

production, and making alternative energy sources 

competitive,_will we eventually stop the ·price of 

gasoline from rising. Only if we are prepared to 

take strong 'ac�ions and make tough stands now --

like this impott 6onservation fee -- can we assure 

._ ... · 
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adequate supplies o:f· .g�soline and 1 imi t the 
·,. ' ··. · .. · . . �· . . . 'l 

,� . . . 

crippling es�calati6n· ·of 'gas?lirie prices later • 

.. . , . 

. ' 

I recognize the ��i �tical pr�ssur�s. I· know'that this 

is a difficult issue fot.�any Members of Congress. Nevertheless, 

the oil import conservation fee is good public policy, and it is 

good common sense. That was true when we agreed upon it. It is 

if anything even more true today, as we see the early tangible, 

measurable signs of successes in both our energy and inflation 
/ 

policies. 

Therefore, I urge the Congress to join me in _carrying on 

the work of enhancing America's energy security, economic 

security, and national·security by sustaining my veto a:nd 

uphplding the oil import conservation fee.-

### 

. •  '·. 

··.' . . ,· 
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[Names in salutation will be 
updated by Linda Tarr-Whelan 
by 11 a.m. Thursday] Scheduled Delivery: 

Thur, June 4, 3 p.m. 
Baltimore Civic Center 

White House Conference on Families 

Thank you, Jim Guy (Tucker). Bishop {Francis) Stafford 

(R.C. Auxiliary Bishop of Baltimore), Mayor (Donald) Schaefer, 

Coretta King, Mario Cuomo, Guadalupe Gibson, Maryann Mahaffey, 

members of the National Advisory Committee and delegates to 

this first of three White House conferences on families --

My thanks and the thanks of our Nation go to all of you. 

I am proud of the job that Jim Guy Tucker and John Carr and 

thousands of others have done. You have reached out to the 

heart of America -- not just to the professional experts, 

1;1 t/-i s-�zU �/ U/ Jk M.do·o� 
but to more than 100,000 peopleAwho have participated in 

laying the groundwork for this Conference and the Conferences 

that will follow in Minneapolis and Los Angeles. I 

We are brought together today by our love and concern 
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for our families. I do not know of a finer motivation. 

Every family is unique. If I ever doubt that, all I 

have to do is look at my own. 

In fact, I was most fortunate. I grew up in a strong, 

loving family. I had the extra benefit of an extended family /� 

') /.7 
1%.1'//L-}> UJif"J/1tf.011 t:; 
and a �

Afull of friends who knew and encouraged me. When 

�· 
Rosalynn and I �ot, married and--Started a, family of·-eur�-.own, w.e-

-· / .\ 

;;a-;�c.l('.l .'f�- /AA:-1-�•- · ).e._ ,r· fi'�� P·�L-1..-

gr.ew.--together. __ .,.,. - - as parents and ne� grandparents. Our deepest 

joys today are the times when all of us are togethe� 
I · rf{(c.J<'t( t'"t.fl·u .. 

weAsharef the hard work and the pleasures and the times 

of pain. We have our problems and struggles and sadnesses. 

Every family does. But I know now that we were very lucky, 

and we still are. 

When we think of families, we most often think of a 

father and a mother and brothers and sisters, living in the 

Electroatatlc Copy Made 
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midst of grandparents, aunts, uncles and cousins. That is 

the standard held up by the Jud ea-Christian tradition and by 

thousands of years of human experience. But that same traditionr 

that same experience teaches us that there is really no such 

thing as a perfect�family�� 

We 9o not. find the essence of family 1 ife Gn-,the·-··particul ar 

pat.ter.n __ of .. any--particular family�----we-·find··i�� in the universal 

need for support -- for nurturing -- for a safe haven for 

children and old folks -- and for love., a love that does not 

ask questions or impose qualifications before it is given. 

People need that love, just as surely as people need 

food and shelter and air to breathe. 

t.f..//e
.
·t
.
Cl.<-1 (JI,/<'.Utr.<-�,J;. •. , r�·-:f, 

That love can be found in many .Ak-inds---Gf---f.amili_es. For 

instance, Rosalynn's father died when she was thirteen. Her 

mother was left to rear four young children alone. She 

worked in the school cafeteria, did sewing and finally became 

Elecwntatlc Copy Made 
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· If 
k A 

�r, ( ftl,£t . 
""'')) 1�L. 

�postmistress in Plains to provide income for the 
, 

L{ (r-· 
fami� <) 

There were other single-parent families in our town. 

I saw the struggle they had, emotionally and financially , to 

keep_the family together and strong. They did not always 

� Jkt-tfJh•j 
succeed. I promised myself .r-would helpA.families like that 

if I ever had a chance. 

I also saw families, black and white, that worked hard 

but still never had enough. I saw the strength that family 

ties gave them -- and I saw the strains that deprivation put 

on those ties. And I saw men and women who came to a well-

earned retirement with all too little to sustain them in 

their later years. I vowed to do something about those 

families, too, if ever I had a chan�� 
ll'J·( i 

Friends� delegates, through this White House Conference 

on Families) we have our chance to help those families and 

to help every family in America. 

I.Eieetmatatle Copy MaJd® 
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To do that, we must face up to real changes in our 

society -- changes that present both new problems and new 

't' s. 0 s opportunt te� 1 

More of our people are living longer. More women, and 

more mothers, are working outside the home. There are more 

single-parent households. Our people are more mobile, which 

often means they are uprooted. Television -- that electronic 

version of "The Man Who Came to Dinner" -- affects families 

in ways we are only beginning to understand. Inflation and 

recession put additional pressures on families. Problems like 

drug and alcohol abuse, unwanted pregnancy -- even suicide 

have reached down to the very young. Tragic instances of 

family violence remind us that the bonds of kinship do not 

r- &�v-:5 euJ 
automatically make families a place of nurture. .J�.e-�.t,?'-'D.n"-<:..__/-1'::"/;�/�"'-' ��c./ /v o{tz__�/- / �N'I/ -� �� 5-,?�u C."'AR-<1_:__1 r; 

/ · I ' - /)l,1t1.f rA� 
. 

/n�z/e-ttt.l'#-11-' /rt· ?/.IJ?tf;, /,/e" 
Yet we must not overlook the_,�ood-things. Much of the 

death and disease that once stalked childhood is now either 

Electrotltatlc Copy Made 
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conquered or greatly reduced. More of our people are better 

educated than ever before. More families have a chance to 

share cultural and leisure activities that once were the 

privilege of only a few. We have made great progress against 

racial, religious, sexual and age discrimination -- and we 

are fighting to make more. Both women and men are more free 

today to fulfill their own and their families' needs in new 

and challenging ways. Many fathers are discovering the joys 

;(;,-? d � f't»'u.i AA u-
(j ( 

of greater involvement with their homes and children. � 
------ � 

Families are based on more than blood. They are a 

kinship of shared experiences, shared dreams, shared joys 

and sorrows. Most of all, they are based on love that can 

span vast distances and the barrier of generations. 

Families are -- or should be -- where we first learn 

to live together in harmony and helpfulness. The care and 

nurture of the young is central to any society, and that has 

Electro!licntlc Copy Made 
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always been the special responsibility of the family. It is 

here that motivation, morals, goals and habits are first 

set. In family life, we find many of the roots of crime and 

failure and even some health problems -- and also the roots 

of good habits, achievement, happiness and concern for others. ( 

I hope we will come out of this conference with a reaffirmation 

of families as the fundamental building blocks of our society. 

I hope we will unite around a commitment to strengthen, 

not weaken families -- to help, not hinder families -- to 

lift families up, not drag them down. 

Four years ago, I called for this Conference because I 

was deeply concerned that official America had lost touch 

1Vh11 � 
with family America. I bope the Conference � be the � 

d) 1:./tf/ /; e4 �cl 
/n'Jf..#\./tH1Et' -� r· 

catalyst for a new awareness in government of the�needs of 

families -- and for a period of intense reassessment of 

lilectroat�lc Copy Made 
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\�r 
programs and policie�here government involvement is 

helpful, let it be strengthened. Where it is harmful, let 

it be change� 
1 1 

No one wants government interference in our personal 

�.l,r), 
aRa famil� lives. We do not want government in our kitchens, 

bedrooms and living rooms, monitoring and controlling family 

life. But we know that government i-Hevitab� does touch our 

families through the tax system, through public education, 

through social security and through a whole range of health, 

housing and human service programs. 

As a nation we are faced with serious challenges at home 

and abroad, challenges that threaten American families in 

important ways. The soluti�s we work 

or weaken our families. \� 
/ ,/)/ 

when we get control of inflation, 

out will either strengthen 

when we create j obs, 

when we improve education and health care, when we insist on 

EDectrostatBc Copy Made 
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equal justice under the law for all people, we are helping 

the American family. When we work for a secure Nation and 

a peaceful world, we are helping the American family. 

The country is looking to you for constructive suggestions 

about how our society can help -- not just government bu�� 
our entire society in all its public and private aspect� I

' ) 

hope you will recommend things government can do -- or stop 

doing -- in order to strengthen families. But I hope you 

will go deeper. Look for creative, compassionate solutions 

to the problems of families -- and then consider who or what 

might best carry them out. I hope you will encourage non-

governmental institutions that work to strengthen families 

especially the churches and synagogues which have already 

done so much. And I hope you will consider the needs not 

only of troubled families but of all families. �emk� � � 

�Y ,� .w� .. / fwe-- 7:1h �� tl/ � km,·/,� �� 
'J )f hi���.., ,.,,� -· 

J:""' O( � � 5?ter.f0� � )4, ??f� �A f¥�1:.1',//tt;>t...J' �y � 

� 4vetJ. ;. 

If- we can take speeial care to prateet tfie habitat ef _ 

an' endanEJered aRimal spQGi'!le, theR we can certainly -make a 

Electmsb!tBc Co� Made 
for Pm�on PurpOOH 
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I have no doubt that we can make our country a better 

place to rear a family. Starting today, we can help imbue 

our Nation and its institutions with a new appreciation and 

sensitivity for families. 

s.k�t-(/1..-
we can build an America of�families 

• • • an America where the home is a place of love and 

stability, where children are nurtured to responsible citizenship 

and husband and wife can share mutual love and growth; 

' "'  
• • •  a n  America where 

A 
the home is ·,tfiere basic religious 

and ethical values are both taught and lived; 

• • •  an America where each family is a wellspring of 

racial, ethnic and religious understanding, where people who 
'f(u. 

A11 �n -tt 11 ttJmmn,, Aj 
look and live differentlyAare embraced as brothers and 

Electro�Bc Copy Made 
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r��d 
sisters.-� and, what is sowetimes harder, asAneighbors. 

I 
\' 

We can build an America where parents are partners vli th 

the schools in education; 

... an America where employees need not have to choose 

between their responsiblities as workers and as parents; 

' 

aD 

• • •  an America where the tasks of family life are valued 

recognized as important work; · 

� 
kw/�C � )'7{e /��k Ac� �/,/7':" 

.��,/' :;"�e-1..- � P�;c .rk�t:� cp ��"� /r- / 

. • •  and an America where the policies of our national 

family grow out of the needs of the millions of individual 

( 
(� 

families that make it up. 

I will do all I can to � ensure that your work does 

ctJ4.- ();.. 

not end 8_ th a bulk y government] report which gathers dust on 

shelves in Washington. In the past, White House Conferences 

have spurred our country toward constructive change. �·-waRt 

� � /:his t:e be suefi a 
1\ 

Coilfe� 
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A unique feature of this Conference is the the follow-up 

period for implement'ation and advocacy. This will help ensure 

\ 
your recommendatid\s get serious and sustained attention. 

Your del iberat_��l}��--=·=--.and._ ose to follow in Minneapolis 

-··�-----------� -

and Los Angeles -- America's families 

are looking to you I hope and 

pray that out of this�hite Ho���6nf 
/',. 

/' 
come vigorous, positive dire.cl:.ions for 

/// ... / _,/ 

Pamil ie� will 

families. 

But you You are here t/1:5/ ze, to 

are also here t:;-Alebrate the strengths and \oy� 
.. 

of what 

/ -----:\ brings us�ogether toda_y_-:--�-�ur-·niffiilies. I jo�n you in 

. ----------
\ 

tha�eb�tion , 

* # # 
Electrostat!c Copy Mad� 
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Families speech -- new ending 

\ 
• •  .__-I-am-pl-ann-:i:-ng-to:::ta.'ke'�i.rp-wnere 

I 
\ 

\ 

\ 
Your deliberations -- \and those to follow in Minneapolis 

and Los Angeles -- are extriely important. America's families 

sir�� lc� f�/'Y,t 
will look to you forA leaderohi' in the eighties. 

\ 
Our business at this White �ouse Conference on Families 

\ 
\ 

is to analyze, to debate, to decide. 
\ 

\ 

\ 

�141�11 
ThereA� be controversy 

and contention. But in the end, we �re here out of love -

\ 

', 

love for our own families and love for the national family 

of which each of us us is a p art. That'. is why I am confident 

that the work of this Conference will strengthen family life 

in our country -- and in the process, will strengthen the 

Nation itself. 

# # # 
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Families speech -- new ending #2 

1 I a.m pl ann-Hlg- to take up where you-l� 

Your deliberations -- and those to follow in Minneapolis 

and Los Angeles -- are extremely important. 

certainly, American families face 

were not tr1:1e, t.his Conference wotlla not be neede� But in 

� M��-�� ;w// � r� ""PI"¥�� ... � 

the enthusiasm and care that have gone into this event •lreagyF 
./ 

�tbt 
we canAsee something else --

We can see the strength of American families. We can 

see the commitment of Americans to their own families and to 

our national family. And we can see the love that I believe 

will help create a better future for every family in our 

land. 

# # # 
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1. THANK YOU� JIM
' 

GUY CTUCKER). s-E� tWA ni.JA r 1 5.4-R.d/.1 _v�.r 

2. BISHOP STAFFORDi MAYOR SCHAEFERi CORETTA KINGi 

3. MARIO CUOf10i GUADALUPE GIBSONi MARYANN I�AHAFFEY i 

4. �lEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE & DELEGATES 

5. TO THIS 1sT OF 3 WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCES ON FAMILIES: -- · 

6. MY THANKS & THE THANKS OF OUR NATION GO TO ALL OF YOU. 

7. I AM PROUD OF THE JOB THAT JIH GUY TUCKER & JOHN CARR 

& THOUSANDS OF OTHERS HAVE DONE I I 
8. YOU HAVE REACHED OUT TO THE HEART OF A�1ERI CA --

9. NOT JUST TO THE PROFESSIONAL EXPERTS� -
10. BUT TO MORE THAN 100�000 PEOPLE IN 48 STATES & ALL THE TERRITORIES.;? 

11. \�HO HAVE PARTICIPATED IN LAYING THE GROUNmJORK 

12. FOR THIS CONFERENCE & THE CONFERENCES THAT vHLL FOLLOW 

IN MINNEAPOLIS & LOS ANGEl Es.,f 

Electromatlc Copy Made 
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1. vJE ARE BROUGHT TOGETHER TODAY "7 

2. BY OUR LOVE & CONCERN FOR OUR FAMILIES. 

3. I DO NOT KNOW OF A FINER MOTIVATION. 

4. EVERY FAMILY IS UNIQUE. 

5. IF I EVER DOUBT THATJ 

6. ALL I HAVE TO DO IS LOOK AT fW OWN • ..G-- l};_�y 6��� ... � .Lu»r�.. 
tf/JHJ !'It// 

7. IN FACTJ I WAS MOST FORTUNATE. 

8. I GREW UP·IN A STRONG) LOVING FAMILY. 

9. I HAD THE EXTRA BENEFIT OF AN EXTENDED FAMILY IN PLAINS) 

10. AND A COMMUNITY FULL OF FRIENDS \�HO KNEW & ENCOURAGED ME./ 
11. WtiE1t ROSALYNN �· WERE MARRIED) .�>,:! YG.4-rc_!) /fc;o/ ,.,t_,L) 

12 . OUR OvJN FAMI L r:FOLLOWED THE PATTERN SET BY OUR PARENTS & GRANDPARENTS. 

13. OUR DEEPEST JOYS TODAY 

14. ARE THE TIMES WHEN ALL OF US ARE TOGETHER. � 

IEiectros�atlc Copy M8!de 
for PreQewatfton Purpos. 
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1. WE HAVE ALWAYS SHARED THE HARD WORK 

AND THE PLEASURES 

AND THE TIMES OF PAIN. 

2. WE HAVE OUR PROBLEMS 

AND STRUGGLES 

AND SAD§_ES .. _. tft:2 6 t.(.L 1 c·.vil3 

3. EVERY FAMILY DOES. 

4. BUT I KNOW NOW THAT WE WERE VERY LUCKY� 

5. AND WE STILL ARE. I 

6. WHEN WE THINK OF FAMILIES� 

7. WE MOST OFTEN THINK OF A FATHER & A MOTHER & BROTHERS & SISTERS� 

8. LIVING IN THE MIDST OF GRANDPARENTS� AUNTS� UNCLES & COUSINS. 
--

9. THAT IS THE STANDARD HELD UP BY THE JUDEO-CHRISTIAN TRADITIONS 

10. AND BY THOUSANDS OF YEARS OF HUMAN EXPERIENCE. 

11. BUT THAT SAME TRADITION 

THAT SAME EXPERIENCE 

TEACHES US THAT THERE IS REALLY NO SUCH THING 

Electroetatlc Copy Made 
fer Presentation Purposes 

AS A PERFECT FAMILY I / 
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i. WE FIND THE ESSENCE OF FAf�li LY LIFE 

2. IN THE UNIVERSAL NEED FOR' SUPPORT., 
· .. 

FOR NURTURING., 
. 
FOR::A.<s-AFE.:HAVEN. FOR CHILDREN & OLD FOLKS., 

,_ __ _ 

'··· 

_; . 

·' 

'� . 

' ·" .... . ' 
\·- '• . -

ANH:
;FOR -lOVE.;:..; 

, ·:. ·. 

·
'A.- Lbv�:

;
THAT DOES 'NOT ASI( QUESTIONS 

•_. ·. -- ' 

OR :111POSE QlJALIFICAUONS 

BEFORE IT IS GIVEN. I 
:3. PEOPLE NEED THAT LOVE., 

;4. JUST AS SURELY AS PEOPLE NEED FOOD & SHELTER & AIR TO BREATHE. - .. 
5. THAT LOVE CAN BE FOUND IN MANY DIFFERENT CIRCUMSTANCES • 

. 6. FOR INSTANCE., ROSALYNN'S FATHER DIED WHEN SHE WAS 13! 

·

-

-

-

· 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

7. HER MD_!_�ER WAS LEFT TO R��!L.�L1QUNG CHILDREN ALON_E. 

8. SHE WORKED IN THE SCHOOL CAFETERIA., 

DID SEWING., - -
AND FINALLY BECAME ASSISTANT POSTMISTRESS IN PLAINS 

TO PROVIDE INCOME FOR HER FAMILY I 

I 
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' 
. . _ _ 

._, 
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1. · THERE WERE OTHER SINGLE-:-PARENT FAMILIES IN OUR TO�JN. 
z� I SAW THE STRUGGLE THEY HADJ 

�- . 

3. EMOTIONALLY & FINANCIALLY}·. - . 
• � •• •' ,· - '.' '�· I ' 

4'( ,TO KEEP THE FAMILY TOGE:fHER.&-STRONG. 
5;�, .THEY DID NOT ALWAYS ·succEED'· . . :.,,;_:_:;�_ ... 
6\:_,� I .PROMISED MYSELF TO .H.ELP-,�T�UG.GLI NG _ FAMILIES.

, 
LiKE THAT · · 

.,._·_; ' 

. 

. ' ·- --� . . ··'·- _;:,_ 
. 

IF I:·EVER_·HAfr A .
CH.ANCE·. I r �· '· 

i . . · I ALSO SAW FAMI LIESJ 
g':-:·

·.,.BLACK & WHITEJ 
9 I THAT WOR.KED HARD BUT STILL NEVER HAD ENOUGH I 

. -

10. I SAW. THE STRENGTH THAT FAMILY TIES GAVE THEM --
11. AND' I SAW THE STRAINS THAT DEPRIVATION PUT ON THOSE TIES. 

,____..._ 

i2 I AND.· I SAW MEN & \�OMEN 
. '• 

l3. WHO CAME TO A WELL-EARNED RETIREMENT 
_ , . ., ··'" . 

...... �- ·------ , ,  ' 

14. WITH ALL TOO LITTLE TO SUSTAIN THEM IN THEIR LATER YEARS. 
15. I VOWED TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT THOSE FAMILIESJ TOOJ 

. 
• 
. . : t; ' : . : -�-; 

' 
;:,.·• '·. ·-·�� ' ·�. L 

• . .  

IF EVER I HAD A CHANCE. I 



·,, .. ::·:·:: �" '• .. � :\ � �.· 

�' I��.:'·.·., ··-. :- I . 
. · ... . . ;. 

•' (:. 

. . � . . . . -. ' ,._ . ,,· ; :· . 

1., FRIENDS & DELEGATES� 

- 6 -

2:. THROUGH THIS WHITE HOUSE .C()N,FERENCE ··ON FAMILIES 
3·.' WE HAVE OUR CHANCE TO HEL}'-.fHOSE FAf�ILIES 

.. 

. . ';; 
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. ·  . '·,·:··> 

1} MORE OF OUR PEOPLE ARE. LIVING LONGER. 
2.-.·. MORE WOMEN., & MORE MOTHERS.,· ARE WORKING OUTSIDE THE HOME. ·- ________ .._:__c_-'---'-:--�-

3. THERE ARE MORE SINGLE-PARENT HOUSEHOLDS. . ' . . 

4� OUR PEOPLE ARE MORE MOBtLEi:- -, ,· 

. 

··;· ... -- . 
, . ' . ,  . ,  · ., . 

5. WHICH OFTEN MEANS . THEY .. ARt�>uPROOTEO. 
.. �---· . 

9:. INFLATION & RECESSlONPUT-'ADDITIONALP�ESSURES ON FAMILIES • 
. 

10. PROBLEMS LIKE DRUG & ALCOHOL ABUSE., 
UNWANTED PREGNANCY., 
EVEN SUICIDE --

HAVE REACHED DOWN TO THE VERY YOUNG. / 
11. TRAGIIC INSTANCES OF FAMILY VIOLENCE 

·� 

12. REMIND US THAT THE BONDS OF KINSHIP 
13. DO NOT AUTOMATICALLY MAKE FAr·11LlES A PLACE OF NURTURE. 
•;§ -- -� � 

14. SOM[. LAWS & GOVERNMENT POLICIES 
15. TEND'TO DISRUPT FAMILY STRUCTURES. II 
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�,:: -YET WE MUST NOT OVERLOOK _ • ·' · . .  
2 I THE I MPROVEMOOS BEING· MA,bE IN FAMILY LIFE I 

3. MUCH OF THE DEATH & D·ISEASE-THAT-ONCE STALKED CHILDHOOD . . . . . . . ·.� . 
4-. IS NOW EITHER CONQUEREP QR GREATLY,RE_DUCED-�-- -
5.-'.>-_:Mci'RE .OF OUR PEOPLE ·.:AR[:_BETTEff--EDUCATED JHAN:----EVER BEFORE I 

6� · ·-MoRE FAMILIEs�:HAVE-,��A\CHANCE_Jo ·sHARE· cuLl-uRAL .. &_-.tErs_uRE: AcTIVITIEs 
_:�_:_., ___ -

-
r.-.-.-:,:.:·::.:>·- ·:TH-AT:QN�CE'-W�R(THE"_-PRlVILEGE OF ONLY A FEW./ 

i.- ·;wE.:HAVE MADE GREAT RROG_RESS ---� .- 1 " • " 
g; - AGAINST RACIAL., RELIGIOUS., :SEXUAL- & AGE DISCRIMINATION- --
9. _ AND· WE ARE FIGHTING Tp MAKE MORE.j 
dO I BOTH WOMEN & MEN ARE MORE FREE TODAY 
! 

11. TO FULFILL THEIR OWN & THEIR FAMILIES' NEEDS 
IN NEW &'CHALLENGING WAYS. 

12. MANY FATHERS ARE DISCOVERING THE JOYS & RESPONSIBILITIES 
_l3. OF GREATER INVOLVEMENT WITH THEIR HOMES & CHILDREN./ 

0 

.; 
. . 

. � . .  
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11er 

1. FAMILIES.ARE BASED ON MORE THAN BLOOD. 

2. THEY ARE A KINSHIP OF SHARED EXPERIENCES) 

SHARED DREAMS� 

3. MOST OF ALL� 

4. THEY ARE BASED ON LOVE 

SHARED JOYS & SORROWS. 

5. THAT CAN SPAN VAST DISTANCES & THE BARRIER OF GENERATIONS. 

6. FAMILIES ARE -� OR SHOULD BE --

7. WHERE WE FIRST LEARN TO LIVE TOGETHER 

IN HARMONY & HELPFULNESS. � 
8. THE CARE & NURTURE OF THE YOUNG IS CENTRAL TO ANY SOCIETY� 

9. AND THAT HAS ALWAYS BEEN THE SP�CIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF THE FAMILY. � 
10. IT IS HERE 

11. THAT MOTIVATION� MORALS� GOALS & HABITS 

ARE FIRST SET. 

12 I IN FAMILY LI FEJ 

13. WE FIND MANY OF THE ROOTS OF CRIME & FAILURE 

& EVEN SOME HEALTH PROBLEMS --

14. AND ALSO THE ROOTS OF GOOD HABITS� 

ACHIEVEMENT� 

HAPPINESS & CONCERN FOR OTHERS. I 

Electromtatfc Copy Made 
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- lliO_-

i; I "HOPE WE WILL COME OUT OF THIS tONFERENCE 
2·. :_ WITH A REAFFIRMATION OF .FA�1lLIES AS THE FUNDAMENTAL BUILDING BLOCKS 

3/.: ,,-r:.HOPE WE WILL HN rfE::·ARdUND)A· COMMITMENT '', • , .. -_':..'· -<.. : .-
• 

• 
. • : ·-.. . • 

4./ -TO-STRENGTHEN� NQJ.·WEAKEN.·FAMILIES··.�;.... 
-· � 

. ·. . .. -�-- . ·.:. :J ' . . . . 
5�: JO �HELP� Nor·H lNDER:-JAMlLIES .. -�;... ... � . . . . 
6:;: .• 'fa·· LiFT FAMILIEs- UPi Nb�F.DRA�,T·��EM'.nowN. I --'---' ---'---

. 
. -;_:,:::-�-'---' _;__..,-.__...;�---, 

. .  · . · .  . . . 
t. FOUR YEARS AGO k CALLED FOR TH-IS CONFE:RENCE .. 
8. BECAUSE I WAS DEEPLY CONCERNED THAT OFFICIAL AMERICA 

OF OUR SOCIETY. 

HAD LOST TOUCH WITH FAMILY AMERICA • 

. 9. I WANT THE CONFERENCE TO BE THE CATALYST 
• 

< 

10. FOR A NEW AWARENESS IN GOVERNMENT OF THE IMPORTANCE OF FAMILIES 
AND THE NEEDS OF FAMILIES --

11. AND FOR A PERIOD OF INTENSE REASSESSMENT OF PROGRAMS &·POLICIES. 
- ·  -----'---' ----
:12. WHERE GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT IS HELPFUL� 

LET IT BE STRENGTHENED. 
13. WHERE IT IS HARMFUL� 

! "'-

LET IT BE CHANGED. / 

,.,;- _ ._ '  
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1. NO ONE WANTS GOVERNMENT INTERFERENCE IN OUR PERSONAL AFFAIRS. 

2. WE DO NOT WANT GOVERNMENT IN OUR KITCHENS., BEDRQOMS & LI_YING ROOMS., 

MONITORING & CONTROLLING FAMILY LIFE. 

3; BUT WE KNOW THAT GQVERNMtNT, DOES TOUCH OUR FAMILIES --

4·, THROUGH THE TAX· SYSIEfri: . . . :> -:-;; 

si 
··
.THROUGH PUBLic EDucA.tuiN� -· · . .  . •. ' ' � ... ' 

6. THROUGH SOCIAL SECURITY.,. 

7. AND THROUGH A WHOLE RANGE OF HEALTH., HOUSING & HUMAN SERVICE PROGRAMS •. / 

8. AS A NATION WE ARE FACED WITH SERIOUS CHALLENGES 

AT HOME & ABROAD., 

9. CHALLENGES THAT THREATEN AMERICAN FAMILIES IN IMPORTANT WAYS. 

'10. THE SOLUTIONS WE WORK OUT 

11. WILL EITHER STRENGTHEN OR WEAKEN OUR FAMILIES. 
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1. WHEN WE GET CONTROL OF INFLATION� 

2. WHEN WE CREATE JOBS� 

3. WHEN WE IMPROVE EDUCATION & HEALTH CARE� 

4. WHEN WE INSIST ON EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER THE LAWAFOR ALL PEOPLE --

5. WE ARE HELPING THE AMERICAN FAMILY. I 
6. WHEN WE WORK FOR A SECURE NATION & A PEACEFUL WORLD --
7 I WE ARE HELPING THE AMERICAN FAMILY I /' 

8. THE COUNTRY IS LOOKING TO YOU FOR CONSTRUCTIVE SUGGESTIONS 
I --

ABOUT HOW OUR SOCIETY CAN HELP --

9. NOT JUST GOVERNMENT 

10. B!JT OUR ENTIRE SOCIETY IN ALL ITS PUBLIC & PRIVATE ASPECTS. ) 

Electrostatic Copy Made 
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1. l HOPE YOU WILL RECOMMEND 

- 13 -

4. THINGS GOVERNMENT CAN DO -- OR STOP DOING --

··�· 

3. BUT I HOPE YOU WILL GO DEEPER. 
J" • �.., . 

IN ORDER TO STRENGTHEN FAMILIES. 

4. LOOK FOR CREATIVE� COMPASS'IONATE SOLUTIONS 
. . . ·· ' , , · .  . . · 

.
.... · · .  - ., 

. 
. 

· . , , . 

. 

· 

.. ,:.TO �THE�J?R0BLEMS OF FAMILIES --

5. AND THEN coNsrnE� wHo .: �oR
.
·WH�� :.MrGHt BEsr cARRY rHEM ouT. . 

·
� .. · ·-. · ,  

' 

6·. I HOPE YOU WILL ENCOURAGE ·NON�GOVERNMENTAL INSTITUTIONS 

THAT WORK TO STRENGTHEN FAMILIES --

7. ESPECIALLY THE CHURCHES & SYNAGOGUES WHICH HAVE ALREADY DONE SO MUCH • 

. 8. AND I HOPE YOU WILL CONSIDER THE NEEDS 

9. NOT ONLY OF TROUBLED FAMILIES -
10. BUT OF A!:J= FAf�ILIES. / ----
ll. REMEMBER� ABOVE ALL� -
12. THAT THE MEMBERS OF THE FAMILIES THEMSELVES 

,13. ARE THE MOST LIKELY ONES TO MAKE THE RIGHT DECISIONS 

, ·  . 

. . .. . ' . . • . · .. ·. 

ABOUT THEIR OWN LIVES. / 
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l·�: I HAVE NO DOUBT THAT WE CAN MAKE OUR CiWNTRY . - --
A BETTER PLACE TO REAR A FAMILY 1 

t; STARTING TODAY� 

3;.: . . .. WE CAN HELP. IMBUE _,:OUR NAtlON. '·& tiliS ·INSTITUTIONS 

4ti.?··�itH A NEW APPR�ciJl.-fioN:�c�( s�N;�,i�dvfTY<J=O'k: FAMILIES I � .. :,:':•:: • • ' '· "•'.• - �  ' ..
. 
: . -

' • '.'e_\'. '. -... -' ''·.:.·,.:: •' • • ' 
,{;!:-. -���--� .. -.: .· . · ,  �- � · .·- ;,' ·• . ·  • 

. 
. . . ' ,··., ,.·,· 

·,, ' : . , \,.:·· , .. • ·, ;';/<>::·; �(·._ . '  '._'.';c 
. 5�:: WE ·cAN ·BUlhD·AN· :AMERICA:.•OF,;STRONGER;. FAMitlES: ··· · 

6�:,·: --AN AMERicA WHERE THE·:.Ao��E�·ts<fi,.-PLACE(,bf: tovF::& STABILITY J 

-/,·· WHERE CHILDREWi'·ARE
. 
NURTUREb .···+o

.
RlsP.oN�IBLE CITIZENSHIP� . ' . -'�·

.
· : ·' ' ,·  . . . , . . . · . . . . , . . . . . . .  

. . •' 
8�:�.- AND HUSBAND &: WIFE. CJ\N.·skl\RE. MUTUAL .LOVE & GROWJ'H ; . '· 
9,' --AN AMERICA WHERE IN• THE HOME-

10� BASIC RELIGIOUS & ETHICAL VALUES ARE BOTH TAUGHT & LIVED; 

11. --AN AMERICA WHERE EACH FAMILY IS A WELLSPRING 

.J2. OF RACIAL� ETHNIC & RELIGIOUS UNDERSTANDING� -
. -

-
·13. WHERE PEOPLE WHO LOOK & LIVE DIFFERENTLY WITH IN THE COMMlJN ITY 

. --�-. 

; '�.. . . 
��: : . 

. .. �-

. . _ . . 
:

.

_-

. ' .•. � _, . /-.. ' ._ \ .. ,' . 
. ' ' . . · .. .' .. ·-�' ,' . . . . ' . . ' : ." . �-. .. . - . ' :_ . 

'- ,. . . -·:,.-; . .. '· ·. ' 

ARE EMBRACED AS BROTHERS & SISTERS. 
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. 
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1. � WE CAN BUILD AN AMERICA � .  . 

z,�· <WHERE PARENTS ARE PARTNERS· WlTH THE SCHOOLS IN EDUCATION� ;·:�.�· ;· 3.�:·: �,<i'lE CAN BUILD AN AMERICA · 

• '  ' 

4·,· WHERE THE TASKS· OF FAMILY LIFE' . 
s�··· ARE VALUED & REtOGNZfEn·:,As:·lMPORTANT. ViORK: 

� .I • • . ' 
. . • � � •, . .. , , • .' '  . ·, . , . . .' ' . . ,' . -· , ,, . •. . .;_· ···: '. ,_' 

. 

6.: ·wE CAN BUILD '·AN � AMEiUt/r; < ·:'·,.:··.···':>. : .:'�:·· . .. ··. -�> -. 

1. '- ·
.WHERE EMPLOYEES : NEEDC Nd,->HAVE JO · CHOOsE 2 

8'/ BETWEEN THEIR RES,PdNstJlrClTlES AS· WORKERS & AS PARENTS. 
> ::· -.. • •  ' . 

• • • , • 
• 

12. AND WE CAN BUILD AN AMERICA 
13. WHERE THE POLICIES OF OUR NATIONAL FAMILY ·, ---
.J.4. GROW OUT OF THE NEEDS OF THE MILLIONS OF INDIVIDUAL FAMILIES ·.,· 

� 

--. THAT MAKE IT UP·/ 

., : ·_ ·_ .. :-:; : .. �.,> 
• A • �:, . ' '  - .r • . - . .. I' 
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1.,.:_ T WILL DO ALL I CAN 
2-�: · Td INSURE THAT YOUR vJORK DOES .. N-Ot ·_._END 7 
3>_d·AS. A REPoRT WHICH GATHtRS··nUs{:_oWJ·SHELVES.lWWASHINGTON. 
4 I ;·,:·:;IN THE PAST J 

. 

. . . · 
: . ' ' . _·. ..,_ : :·· 

·
• '' . . :._., .. :._ .':·, ' 

s·r:
·:�:·WH.lTE HOUSE CONFERENCES->HAVP�SPURRth-

-
b'u'R.,_·:tbu

·
r�T:RY" ·. ·· · .  · 

' ,_ ._, . 

' 
·, . -

. 
·_-: ·  _ _ ·:.� . .  :, ·_:· ">-. .. ; ... .- .. : . . -�·-. . 

: . , 

.
· · 

.

.

. 

· 

-
·-

. 

'

.
· 

. 

. ··.· .. ' :. '·:- ·; :.:_· '�-:.:--·�:·;��< 7? :.· .. �To'WARD CONSTRUCTIVE' CHANGE-� 
6., youR DELIBERATIONS ._:� , , , :;\·.<> . ·  ,· : :' cy . . . 

. 
. . 

.

. 

7� · AND THOSE TO FOLLOW. ·JN . · MINNEAPOLlS· &-·LOS: ANGELES --
8·� ARE EXTREMELY 

•
-.IMPORTANt . �-. . - -. ; '' . 

. ·.-: .. ' ·, · · 

; ' . 

. 

�
.
-

-. 

' . �-� ' < ' 
'
. ' 

.
. .. 

_ . .  · .  

. .
. 

. 
' . .

. 

. . 

. : . 

, •, 
.

. 
·

·_
, . ' ' · . � .. ·. ; ' 

' � • I • \ \ 
. ... ·.-. 

. 
. 

. 
;·/ . 

. 
. 

·' 

·. - -, ' . . ',; . 

. � .. . 

-.-: J. . ' . . . � . ' 
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c 

•

• -_: _.j_ .-; :.._� :�· .:· :_� . . . \ .:.·�-•.. . .  

. '··
.· . 

·. :· 
� 

- .. ,,' 
. � � : -�- . 

. - . 
' 

. \ . � '_·._··.· - .' ·, ' '\ . 

1.�-�<: CERTAINLY J AMERICAN. FAMILIES FACF.DIFFICU[TIE·s) 
2·.·.·,·,'AN.D THEY WILL LOOK TO US FOR STREN.GTH 8r:SUPPORT IN THE '80s. 

3·: ... YOUR RECO�MENDATION$ WlLL· BE �:Yk·RY. 1lMP,ORT�NT'J 
4·:·: ,BUT lN THE ENTHUSIASM�-;� CARE: .. :.: , ···_.·. · .. ' 

. 

.· •' · . ·  

5//:·THAT HAVE GONE·<fN'ro�:TH'Is·:IVENt/�···:: .. · <. ;· ,_: . . 
· · · 

.�:_<···· . . . :-··· . . ' .. _ . · . . •. � .. / . . : .... ·>- .,,· ·. 
. 

0 

6·.: .. :_·.:.-WE CAN ALREADY.SEE:.·soMETHING. ELSE:-� .. · .· . .  
. · 

,,· ... - -. -- .· : _, 
. -'�i _ .. l �-: __ .. 

_ - .. · 
.. 

. 
. -: ,· . . -.. .... ·. .- -��2-" ., - . .. . 

.

. 

_
.

,

, 

' 
·--·· -·- . -. 

t . .
. WE CAN SEE THE ·sTRENGtH: OE.;AMER-lEAN·.FAMliiES. 

�{ · ·. �� �::I !E�W�H �A�it���M�N�o�tu:M�!�'f��!L E�M I L Y. 

io. AND wE cAN sEE THE.· LovE · 

· 

:; · · 
_.·, . ---

11. THAT I BELIEVE WILL HELP -CREATE A BETTER FUTURE 

, ; ., 

FOR EVERY FAMILY IN OUR LAND. 
·I 

., . . . 

. ... 
-
�
. �: 

:' � • •  ·- ,... � ·� ' � j" ' " . -

# # # 

. -·.; 

. ' : .. ' 

1 • •  •• -• • • • • 

: ... .
. ··· .. · ._·. 

� . - \ ' 
� - ' ... . 

'· .. 
·' .. 

- ·. . 

, ' I ,,' 

. : . . . 
' � 

1; � :·· : . .,. . . �- �; ' . ' ' 
- . .  

� ' . 

' ' •. � 

. • ·.••. · . •  -I ,_: ' -�---- . •. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 
WASHINGTON 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 13, 1980 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Jody Powell� 
SUBJECT: Armand Hammer meeting 

I understand that Armand Hammer is distressed that he has 
not been able to meet with you privately since August, 1978. 
He apparently has made repeated unsuccessful requests for 
such a meeting. 

Some weeks ago when I called Hammer to ask that he give Jerry 
Schecter yet another extension of the deadline for reporting 
to work at Occidental Petroleum so that Schecter could continue 
to help us on the Iran situation, Hammer raised the issue again, 
and I told him I was sure that you wanted to meet with him 
again. 

I am requesting that a 15-minute or so meeting be scheduled 
between you and Hammer. As you know, he has been extremely 
supportive, and I have the impression that his desire to meet 
with you privately, and the various rebuffs he has received, 
continue to bother him quite a bit. 

Approve 

Disapprove 

Electrostatic Copy Made 
for Pra$0EV8!1th)flii P!U!f'!PilSte� 
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ARMAND HAMMER 

CHAIRMAN AND 

OCCIDENTAL PETROLEUM CORPOR ATION 

10889 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD • SUITE 1500 

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90024 

(213) 879-1700 • (213) 477-0066 

CHIU EXECUTIVE OFFICER May 27 I 1980 

The President 
The 'White House 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 

I have some additional thoughts about East-West relations and 
the opportunity to revive the detente process. 

. -
. .. 

As I have expressErl in my recent letters, like rrost Americans, 
I was deeply concernErl by the Afghanistan invasion and the 
deterioration of detente with the considerable threat to world 
peace that resultErl. 

As you rray know, since the invasion, I have had the chance to 
meet with heads of state of roth the East and the West in 
countries where we do business. Arrong these were Leonid 
Brezhnev, Eduard Gierek, Valery Giscard d 'Estaing, Margaret 
Thatcher, Bruno Kreisky, Nicolae Ceausescu, and Todor Zhivkov. 
From these private conferences, I reachErl the conclusion that 
sane positive elements ITElY exist now to further pursue the 
dialogue begun with Minister Gromyko by Secretary Muskie, for 
whom I have the highest regard. Several items confinn my 
thoughts and indicate to me that there is a reasonable chance 
for success. These are relatErl to the developnents in 
Afghanistan, to reactions by Americans and the rest of the world 
to the invasion greater than was anticipatErl by the Soviets and 
last, but not least, to President Brezhnev' s state of mind and 
desire for peace. I also learnErl that roth Ceausescu and Gierek 
have privately expressErl their willingness to help in restoration 
of detente in which roth their countries have a clear stake. 

I recognize that the task will not be easy and that difficult 
negotiations will be necessary, but I feel we should not miss 
the opportunity that appears to be upon us. 

Mr. Gierek expressErl to Ire, a few weeks ago, the admiration that 

fEiectromtatle Copy Mad® 
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The President -2 - May 27, 1980 

the Polish people and he personally, have for you in his 
willingness to be of any help that he can. 

I am finalizing a trip on June 8 to meet with President Sadat 
and subsequently King Hassan II on imp:>rtant business rratters 
in their countries. Before rraking this trip, it is my hope 
that we will have the chance to see each other privately. 

The Third Arrrand Hanmer Conference on Peace and Human Rights 
will take place in Warsaw on July 4. This follows the 
previous conferences held in Oslow in 1978 and at Campo�llo in 1979. I rope you will again send Dr. Lihcoln Bloomfield and a 
message to the group. At this writing, it appears we will be 
honored by President l.Dpez Portillo, who told former Premier 
Edgar Faure in Paris last week that he w:::>uld rrake the inaugural 
address. 

I also have some ideas that could keep OPEC from raising prices, 
thus frustrating the excellent steps you are taking to reduce 
inflation, unemployment, and the general economic distress which 
is resulting fDDm the recession. 

As always, I continue to be your ardent supp::>rter, as does 
Frances, who joins rne in sending wannest best wishes to you. 

Respectfully, 
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